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Its or it’s?

Rewrite the sentences below, choosing the right word from the brackets.
Remember: It’s with an apostrophe is the shortened form of it is.
Its without an apostrophe means that something belongs to it.
[It’s/its] time to give the dog [it’s/its] dinner.

When [it’s/its] likely to rain, [it’s/its] best to take
an umbrella.

Before riding your bicycle, [it’s/its] a good idea
to check [it’s/its] brakes.

The spacecraft fired [it’s/its] rockets as it approached
[it’s/its] landing site.

[It’s/its] fascinating to watch our cat washing [it’s/its] kittens.

Write a sentence of your own using it’s and another sentence using its.
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Its or it’s?

[It’s/its] time to give the dog [it’s/its] dinner.
It’s time to give the dog its dinner.

When [it’s/its] likely to rain, [it’s/its] best to take
an umbrella.
When it’s likely to rain, it’s best to take an umbrella.

Before riding your bicycle, [it’s/its] a good idea
to check [it’s/its] brakes.
Before riding your bicycle, it’s a good idea to check its brakes.

The spacecraft fired [it’s/its] rockets as it approached
[it’s/its] landing site.
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Rewrite the sentences below, choosing the right word from the brackets.
Remember: It’s with an apostrophe is the shortened form of it is.
Its without an apostrophe means that something belongs to it.
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The spacecraft fired its rockets as it approached its
landing site.

[It’s/its] fascinating to watch our cat washing [it’s/its] kittens.
It’s fascinating to watch our cat washing its kittens.
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This sentence writing
in themcorrect usage of its and it’s .
Ensure that your child understands the difference between these words and can use
them accurately and confidently.
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Write a sentence of your own using it’s and another sentence using its.

